SECTION 632: AN EXPANDED BASIS OF FEDERAL JURISDICTION FOR NATIONAL BANKS

STEVEN M. DAVIDOFF

The author explains how national banks can invoke Section 632 jurisdiction more readily than in the past, thus providing a wider avenue for them to gain access to a federal forum.

The traditional statutory bases of original jurisdiction in the federal courts—diversity and federal question jurisdiction—are familiar even to a first-year law student. Woven into the United States Code, however, are other, more obscure and less frequently invoked statutes that also provide a basis for federal jurisdiction. One such provision is 12 U.S.C. § 632. This section provides the federal courts original jurisdiction in any action in which a national bank is a defendant and which arises out of transactions involving international or foreign banking or other international or foreign financial operations.

The increasing complexity and international focus of the work per-
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formed by United States banks makes it ever more important that national banks have this access to the federal courts that Section 632 was intended to provide. As the global nature of their work increases, United States banks need the assurance that the transactions they engage in will be subject in measure to a uniform law, and that disputes arising from their international work will be adjudicated in a timely and efficient way in a competent judicial system. By providing a gateway into the federal courts, Section 632 assists national banks in achieving this uniformity and certainty and ensures that they will obtain the acknowledged benefits of litigating in the federal system.

Unfortunately, this far-reaching potential of Section 632 has yet to be fully realized. The primary reasons for this appear to be two-fold. First, there is a seeming lack of awareness of Section 632 evidenced by the fact that it is invoked infrequently and there is a relative paucity of cases interpreting the statute. Second, the reported cases interpreting the statute have been marked by a divergence of judicial opinion as to the proper scope of the statute and, more particularly, the types of factual situations it was meant to encompass. The result has been historical confusion among parties and practitioners over the appropriate circumstances for the invocation of Section 632 jurisdiction.

However, there is hope. Three district court opinions in the Southern District of New York (collectively, the “Lloyd’s Cases”) — all of them handed down in litigation involving the Lloyd’s insurance market — have addressed this judicial disagreement, synthesized the prior case law and endorsed a broad reading of Section 632. A review of these opinions finds that the scope of national banks’ ability to access federal courts by invoking Section 632 is clearer, and perhaps more broader, than ever. National banks should acquaint themselves and make use of this open doorway to fulfil Section 632’s potential for the more effective resolution of international or foreign banking and financial disputes.

THE HISTORY OF SECTION 632

Section 632 was incorporated into the Edge Act of 1919 (itself an addition to the Federal Reserve Act of 1913) by the Banking Act of 1933, popularly known as the Glass-Steagall Act — the comprehensive overhaul of the
national banking system enacted amidst the Great Depression. Section 632 states:

[A]ll suits of a civil nature...to which any corporation organized under the laws of the United States shall be a party, arising out of transactions involving international or foreign banking...or out of other international or foreign financial operations...shall be deemed to arise under the laws of the United States, and the district courts of the United States shall have original jurisdiction of all such suits.

The statute goes on to state that:

[A]ny defendant in any such suit may, at any time before the trial thereof, remove such suits from a state court into the district court of the United States for the proper district by following the procedure for the removal of causes otherwise provided by law.

Despite the wealth of legislative history on the Glass-Steagall Act in general, relatively little legislative history is available on Section 632 itself. The available legislative history does suggest an absence of any definitive congressional intent concerning this section. Typical are the remarks, on the floor of the Senate, of Senator Glass, one of the two main sponsors of the Glass-Steagall Act:

[I am] not so familiar with the technicalities of [Section 632]. I was rather inclined to object to [this section], having gotten some faint idea that when lawyers in this or any other body begin a discussion of jurisdictional matters they consume a great deal of time, and I wanted to get the bill through. But the Senators who are lawyers can determine whether or not that provision of the bill shall remain in it.

In the absence of a clear congressional intent, the purpose behind Section 632 can be surmised by looking to the overall objectives of the Edge and Glass-Steagall Acts: to establish and strengthen a national banking system and provide a comprehensive national regulatory apparatus.
Inferentially, then, the role of Section 632 is to permit the establishment of a uniform body of law for national banks and provide a federal forum for disputes in which national banks are involved in international or foreign transactions, thereby lending an added measure of certainty, reliability and enhanced scrutiny to the banks' interactions with their customers throughout the world. Indeed, those few federal courts that have analyzed the legislative history of Section 632 have made just this point. As one court has stated:

[O]ne can divine the likely reasons for the grant of federal jurisdiction. ...[t]he Edge Act called forth a new type of federally controlled institution intended to increase the stability of, and the public's confidence in, international markets....Federal supervision of these financial institutions was seen as essential if they were ever to succeed in the international marketplace....We infer, therefore, that the substantive federal regulations that the Congress placed upon Edge Act corporations...are intended to facilitate and stimulate international trade by providing the uniformity of federal law."

SECTION 632 IN THE FEDERAL COURTS

In the absence of authoritative explication of Section 632 in the legislative history, two readings of the statute have emerged in the case law. The majority of federal courts, in keeping with the words of the statute itself, have read Section 632 as providing a broad basis for federal jurisdiction. Some courts, however, have insisted on a narrower reading. In order to understand this split, and the reasoning on which it is based, it is necessary to review the principal cases that have put forth these two divergent viewpoints.

The Broad Interpretation

Those courts that have interpreted Section 632 broadly have read the requirement that the suit "aris[e] out of transactions involving international or foreign banking...or out of other international or foreign financial opera-
tions" to mean only that the suit must bear some connection, even if tangential, to an international or foreign banking transaction in order to support jurisdiction under Section 632. In other words, the suit does not have to focus on banking issues, but must simply arise from a banking transaction. The two leading cases espousing this view are the Second Circuit's decision in Corporación Venezolana de Fomento v. Vintero Sales Corp., and the First Circuit's decision in Conjugal Soc'y Composed of Juvenal Rosa v. Chicago Title Ins. Co.

In CVF, the plaintiff, an entity of the Venezuelan government, sought a declaration that its guarantee of notes issued and defaulted on by Venezolana de Cruceros del Caribe, C.A. ("Cariven"), a Venezuelan corporation, was void because it had been fraudulently obtained by several defendants, including the Swiss corporation that had purchased the notes, several of its officers, and two New York corporations. Also named as a defendant was Security Pacific International Bank, a federally chartered bank — that is, a "corporation organized under the laws of the United States" — that had issued a letter of credit for Cariven's account in connection with the transaction. Six U.S. and Canadian banks that purchased some of the notes from the Swiss corporation, including two federally chartered banks, intervened. The district court (Sweet, J.) found that the presence of the two intervening banks sufficed to confer jurisdiction under Section 632.

On appeal, the Second Circuit rejected the district court's analysis, but nevertheless sustained jurisdiction on the basis of Section 632. The purchase of the notes by the intervening banks, said the Second Circuit, did not constitute foreign banking since it was, in essence, a private placement of the notes with a financing firm, but not a banking transaction since no actual bank was involved in the transaction.

The CVF court, however, went on to ground Section 632 jurisdiction in the role played by Security Pacific in providing the letter of credit. As the court stated, "[Security Pacific] is a federally chartered bank, and the transaction in which [the New York corporation], in New York, drew on a letter of credit on the account of a Venezuelan corporation, Cariven, was one involving 'international or foreign banking.'" By the time the case reached the Second Circuit, Security Pacific, alleged in the original complaint to have wrongfully permitted draw downs by the New York corporation, had already
settled and had been dismissed from the case. Yet its role in the action, albeit tangential, sufficed to sustain Section 632 jurisdiction.

In *Juvenal Rosa*, the plaintiffs sold a parcel of land to Torre de Caparra Corp., receiving as consideration cash and a first mortgage. According to the allegations of the complaint, Torre also mortgaged the property to Chicago Title Insurance Co., which guaranteed the completion of construction on the land and issued a performance bond in favor of the plaintiffs. On the basis of Chicago Title’s guarantees, the plaintiffs subordinated their mortgage to that of Chicago Title. Torre then entered into a refinancing agreement with First Federal Savings and Loan Association of Puerto Rico. Plaintiffs subordinated their mortgage to First Federal as well on the condition that the performance bond and guarantees of completion by Chicago Title would remain in effect. Chicago Title, however, cancelled the bond and guarantees and First Federal foreclosed on the property. The plaintiffs received nothing and sued in federal court. The district court, however, rejected their attempt to invoke Section 632 because, said the court, their cause of action — fraud — sounded in tort and did not fall within the ambit of “traditional banking activities.”

The First Circuit reversed on appeal. The appellate court, like the district court, said that, in order to meet the test for jurisdiction under Section 632, the transaction had to involve “traditional banking activities.” But it rejected the notion that, just because the claims were based on the defendants’ alleged fraud (as well as negligence), the suit did not involve banking activities. As the court held, “[w]hether defendants’ acts are viewed as ones in tort or contract, plaintiffs’ rights are alleged to have arisen out of defendants’ mortgage agreement, and thus out of a transaction involving banking within the meaning of Section 632.”

Taken together, *CVF* and *Juvenal Rosa* establish the proposition that Section 632 is so broad in scope that the banking transaction upon which Section 632 jurisdiction is grounded need not be central to the suit. In *CVF*, the Second Circuit upheld federal jurisdiction under Section 632, even though (1) the federally chartered bank that provided the predicate for jurisdiction was no longer a defendant in the action; (2) the banking transaction on which Section 632 jurisdiction was premised — namely, the draw-downs of the letters of credit by the New York corporation — took place entirely in
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the United States; and (3) the lawsuit focused on the actions of defendants other than the federally chartered bank. Similarly, in Juvenal Rosa, the court found the action to have arisen out of transactions involving banking within the meaning of Section 632 even though the core of the plaintiffs’ claims consisted of allegations of fraud and negligence.

The Narrow Interpretation

The broad reading of Section 632 has been rejected in two district court opinions — Telecredit Service Center v. First National Bank of the Florida Keys,6 and Bank of New York v. Bank of America.8 In these cases, the courts concluded that Section 632 should be strictly construed, and that, accordingly, Section 632 jurisdiction must be founded upon a case centered upon a “traditional banking transaction” or “banking law issues.”

Telecredit arose from an apparent fraud involving the sale of “travel club” memberships in a facility in the Bahamas. Large numbers of these memberships were charged to Visa or Master Card. After an exceptionally high percentage of the purported buyers of these memberships refused to pay the charges, a dispute arose, as to who would bear the loss resulting from the alleged fraud, between Telecredit Service Center, which processed the credit card charges, and First National Bank of the Florida Keys, which had accepted for deposit credit card invoices from the sellers of the travel club memberships. Telecredit sued First National, which removed the action and asserted Section 632 as a basis for jurisdiction.7 In support of its position, the bank claimed that the credit card transactions in question involved the purchase of memberships in a club in the Bahamas and, as such, involved international financial operations.8

The court in Telecredit rejected this argument and granted the plaintiff’s motion to remand.9 In order to ascertain whether Section 632 applies, said the court, the “court must determine the true nature of the transaction at issue.”10 The court then held that “the nature of the transaction at issue” was a “contractual dispute between the parties” not a banking transaction.11 Although the defendant bank sought to ground jurisdiction on the “international or foreign financial operations” language in Section 632, the court’s decision ignored this prong of the statute altogether, and instead read into
the statute the requirement that the suit not only arise out of transactions “involving international or foreign banking,” but involve a “traditional banking activity.” The court also concluded that the transactions at issue did not involve international or foreign banking “merely because the service being purchased was to be consumed in a foreign land.”

_bank of New York_ expanded on the ruling in _Telecredit_. The dispute in _Bank of New York_ grew out of negotiations between BNY Australia Limited and Bank of America Australia Limited (“BOAA”) — Australian corporations wholly owned by the Bank of New York (“BNY”) and the Bank of America (“BOA”), respectively — concerning the sale of BNYA’s interest in certain loans to a group of Australian companies. BOAA and BOA contended that they had an agreement to buy BNYA’s interest and brought an action in an Australian court to enforce it. BNYA and BNY then filed an action in New York seeking a declaratory judgment that they did not have any obligation to sell. Amid a flurry of legal maneuvers by both sides in Australia and New York, BOAA and BOA, invoking Section 632, removed the action to federal court.

Like the court in _Telecredit_, the _Bank of New York_ court remanded because it saw the case as “essentially contractual” in nature. Although the dispute centered on the sale of an interest in loans — which, the court acknowledged, at least appeared to involve “traditional banking activities” — the court ruled that Section 632 was not applicable because the case presented “no banking law issues.” Without specific authority in either the text or legislative history of Section 632, the _Bank of New York_ court held that “the banking aspect of the jurisdictional transaction must be legally significant in the case” in order to be within the scope of the statute.

Both _Telecredit_ and _Bank of New York_ looked to the “true nature of the dispute” to assess the applicability of Section 632. As a result, these decisions offer a constricted interpretation of Section 632 that stands at odds with _CVF, Juvenal Rosa_ and the bulk of the case law interpreting Section 632. Indeed, to the extent that these decisions impose additional requirements for establishing jurisdiction under Section 632 (such as the presence in the case of “banking law issues”), they also appear to stand at odds with the statute itself.
The Missing Interpretation

Notable in both strands is the absence of any judicial discussion or recognition of the potential applicability of the second prong of Section 632, which endows federal courts with jurisdiction over suits “arising...out of other international or foreign operations.” This is a judicial attention deficit that extends beyond the above four cases. Until the Lloyd’s Cases, discussed below, the federal courts, with one exception, focused exclusively on the first prong of Section 632, which gives the federal courts jurisdiction over suits “arising out of transactions involving international or foreign banking.” That one exception was *Travis v. National City Bank of New York*. *Travis* was decided in 1938, and, while it found federal jurisdiction of the issue under Section 632’s second prong, it did not engage in a close analysis of the issue. This wholesale judicial failure (and failure of parties and practitioners as well) is quite striking given the broad potential to sustain federal jurisdiction embodied in even the strictest reading of Section 632’s second prong.

THE LLOYD’S CASES

The three Lloyd’s Cases, all of them in the Southern District of New York, explore the limits of jurisdiction under Section 632. The most significant of these decisions, and the one on which the others built, was Judge Sweet’s decision in *In re Lloyd’s American Trust Fund Litigation* (the “LATF Litigation”).

In the LATF Litigation, several individual underwriters in the Lloyd’s insurance market (generally known as “Names”) brought a putative class action in New York state court against Citibank, N.A., a federally chartered bank that served as trustee of the Lloyd’s American Trust Fund, for breach of fiduciary duty and breach of contract in connection with its administration of the Fund. The Fund, administered under the direction of the Names’ agents in the United Kingdom, held premiums paid in United States dollars by policyholders in the Lloyd’s market, no matter where the property or risks being insured were located.

Soon after the suit was filed, Citibank removed the action to federal court. In doing so, Citibank cited Section 632 as the sole basis for federal jurisdiction, but invoked both the provision authorizing the removal of suits
arising “out of transactions involving international or foreign banking” and
the provision authorizing the removal of suits arising “out of other interna-
tional or foreign financial operations.” The plaintiffs then moved to
remand. Relying on Telecredit and Bank of New York — that is, the narrow
view of Section 632 jurisdiction described above — the plaintiffs argued that
Section 632 jurisdiction was absent because the case did not present any
“banking law claims” and because the most legally significant aspect of the
dispute was not banking, but the propriety of Citibank’s actions as trustee
under New York trust law. Moreover, the plaintiffs contended, Citibank’s
activities were not international in nature because they essentially concerned
the administration of a trust situated in New York.

The district court rejected the plaintiffs’ arguments and denied the
motion to remand. First, citing CVF and Juvenal Rosa, the court held that
the jurisdictional requirement that the transaction be “international or for-
egn” in nature is satisfied “if any part of it arises out of transactions involv-
ing international or foreign banking.” The transactions at issue in the
LATF Litigation met this test because, among other reasons, the money in the
Fund was held in trust for policyholders around the world, the premiums
forwarded to the Fund and the claims paid from it were processed through
London, and Citibank received directions from the Names’ agents in London
as to how the trust fund was to be managed.

Turning to Section 632’s requirement that the suit arise out of transac-
tions involving banking (or financial operations), the court rejected the hold-
ing in Bank of New York that the claims must involve banking law issues. The
court stated that Section 632 jurisdiction had repeatedly been sustained by
prior courts in cases where “the international or foreign banking activity was
not central to the case.” Bank of New York, to the extent it conflicted, was
“inconsistent with the text of Section 632 and with other federal court deci-
sions that have routinely applied Section 632, even in cases based on state law
causes of action and containing only an incidental connection to banking law” Accordingly, the court held that the banking activities performed by
Citibank as trustee of the Fund provided a sufficient predicate for jurisdic-
tion under Section 632.

The court then went on to state pointedly that “[e]ven if the transactions
in question here do not constitute banking proper, they are so close that they
surely fall within the ambit of the 'financial operations' contemplated by the statute.\textsuperscript{55} This is a key point, for it draws attention to the second prong of Section 632, which, as discussed supra, has been largely ignored by other federal courts. As the court's comment shows, this second prong, properly understood, should transform what might otherwise be a close case — like Telecredit, where the court was called upon to determine whether the credit card transactions at issue constituted "banking" for purposes of the statute — into one in which "international or foreign financial operations" are clearly involved, and Section 632 therefore should apply.

The other two Lloyd's Cases arose out of the same action, Stamm v. Barclays Bank of New York et al.\textsuperscript{64} In Stamm several Names from the United States sued Lloyd's,\textsuperscript{55} as well as certain agents and syndicates operating in the Lloyd's insurance market, for common law and statutory fraud under New York law on the theory that the defendant's had fraudulently induced them to become Names at Lloyd's. As Names, the plaintiffs had provided security for their obligations to Lloyd's by depositing shares of stock with Barclays Bank of New York, and then arranging for Barclays Bank Plc to issue guarantees to Lloyd's. Lloyd's removed the action to federal court on the basis of Section 632. The plaintiffs moved to remand.\textsuperscript{56}

In the first of her two decisions (Stamm I),\textsuperscript{57} Judge Shira Scheindlin, relying heavily on Judge Sweet's opinion in the LATF Litigation, denied plaintiffs' motion and found federal jurisdiction under both prongs of Section 632. First, the court held that, in light of the involvement of Lloyd's and Barclays, both foreign organizations, and the agreements between the U.S. plaintiffs and Lloyd's, it was beyond dispute that the transaction at the heart of the dispute was "international in nature."\textsuperscript{58} The court then held that 'the guarantees issued by Barclays, an English Bank, as security for plaintiffs' underwriting activities at Lloyd's in London, serve the identical banking functions as an international letter of credit.'\textsuperscript{59} Barclays' guarantees therefore fit under the "rubric of 'banking' activities" intended to be covered by Section 632.\textsuperscript{60} Finally, and perhaps most interestingly, the court also found jurisdiction to be present under Section 632's second prong. The court concluded that, even if the "parties' transactions do not constitute 'international or foreign banking', they undoubtedly fall into the general statutory category of 'financial operations.'\textsuperscript{61}
Plaintiffs then moved to certify an appeal of the court’s ruling to the Second Circuit pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b). Plaintiffs’ based their motion for certification primarily on the theory that the Second Circuit, in CVF, had rejected the proposition that Section 632 jurisdiction could be based upon non-banking international financial operations.

In the second Stamm decision (Stamm II), Judge Scheindlin explicitly rejected this argument, and thus reconfirmed the vitality of the second prong of the statute. CVF, the court said, “merely held that intervention by nationally chartered banks cannot serve as a basis for Section 632 jurisdiction.” Although the Second Circuit in CVF rejected the district court’s attempt to ground Section 632 jurisdiction on the role of the defending banks, it nevertheless upheld Section 632 jurisdiction and did not purport to interpret the meaning of “international or foreign operations.” Relying on the opinion in the LATF Litigation (and Black’s Law Dictionary), the court stated that “financial operations” are commonly understood as those operations that “provide capital or loan money as needed to carry on business.” The plaintiffs’ pledges of capital to Lloyd’s were, said the court, equivalent to the purchase of a security, and that the sale of securities “for the purposes of raising capital [was] a kind of financial operation....” sufficient to establish jurisdiction under Section 632’s second prong.

The Stamm decisions not only reaffirm the LATF Litigation’s broad reading of Section 632’s first prong, but add further definition to the scope of Section 632’s second prong. Stamm II’s holding that financial operations includes the raising of capital, and in particular the issuance of securities, provides support for a broad reading of Section 632’s second prong as encompassing a wide array of transactions conducted in today’s international and financial market-place. At a minimum, Stamm II provides unequivocal support for the proposition that the plain meaning of the statutory phrase “other international or foreign financial operations” is “international or foreign financial operations” other than banking.

CONCLUSION

The Lloyd’s Cases illuminate the proper scope of federal jurisdiction under Section 632. Although these decisions were all issued by district
courts, the LATF Litigation goes further than any other case in analyzing and making sense of the two competing views described above: the broad view represented by CVF and Juvenal Rosa, and the narrow view expressed in Telecredit and Bank of New York. Ultimately, the LATF Litigation and its two-related Lloyd’s Cases, stands for the proposition that, under the language of the statute, the banking transactions on which Section 632 jurisdiction is predicated need not be any more than tangential to the claims asserted and need not involve banking law issues. The Lloyd’s Cases also show that Section 632 jurisdiction may be invoked even when no party is foreign.

I believe that the broader reading adopted in the Lloyd’s Cases is appropriate. This interpretation is in greater harmony with the Edge and Glass-Steagall Acts’ general statutory intent: to provide a national and regulatory framework for the efficient conduct of national and international and foreign banking and financial operations. It also comports in larger measure with today’s reality of increasing globalization and more frequent and complex international and foreign transactions. A federal forum established by Section 632 provides the appropriate apparatus to adjudicate disputes arising at a global level and a measure of uniform federal “common law” by which to measure future conduct. The alternative — piecemeal adjudication in the fifty states — will simply not produce the quality of judicial supervision and access presumably desired by Congress in the enactment of Section 632.

Perhaps the greater significance of the Lloyd’s Cases, though, is the expanding recognition of the second prong of Section 632, which provides that jurisdiction may be premised not only on transactions arising out of “international or foreign banking,” but also “international or foreign financial operations.” This recognition should enable national banks to invoke Section 632 jurisdiction more readily than in the past, and thus provide a wider avenue for national banks to gain access to a federal forum.
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28 Id. at 1102-3.
29 Id. at 1107.
30 Id. at 1103.
31 Id. at 1104.
32 Id. at 1103.
33 Id. at 1104. In focusing on the nature of the dispute at hand and whether the core transaction constituted a "foreign" transaction that was a "traditional banking activity," the Telecredit court never addressed the issue of whether credit card transactions charged in a foreign jurisdiction suffice to sustain Section 632 jurisdiction. However, subsequent district courts have so found such transactions to sustain Section 632 jurisdiction. See Pinto v. Bank One Corp., 2003 WL 21297300, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. June 4, 2003) (stating "the issuance of a credit card involves a 'traditional banking function' under the Edge Act") quoting Clarken v. Citicorp Diners Club, Inc., 2001 WL 1263366, at *3 (N.D.Ill. Oct. 22, 2001).
34 Bank of New York, 861 F.Supp. at 227. BOAA and BOA also alleged diversity jurisdiction, a claim the court rejected because of both sides' substantial presence in New York. Id. at 228.
See also Lazard Freres & Co. v. First Nat'l Bank of Maryland, 1991 WL 221087, at *2 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 15, 1991) (stating “[w]e take [CVF] to say that a district court cannot find that it has Section 632 jurisdiction merely because there was a federally chartered bank involved, there were banking related activities, and there were foreign parties. The court in that case dissected the claims presented to it in order to see whether any of them really involved a banking arrangement between a federally chartered bank and a foreign party.”).


The Travis court instead focused upon the issue of whether the defendant could remove under Section 632 even if the transactions involving foreign banking or international financial operations did not involve a party organized under the Edge Act. The court found that such conduct was unnecessary and that Section 632 jurisdiction could be sustained so long as a corporation organized under the United States, though not necessarily under the Edge Act, was a party and the dispute “related” to international or foreign financial operations. Id. at 365-67.


Id. at 336-37.

Id. at 334.

Id. at 338, 341.

Id. at 336-341.

See also Pinto, 2003 WL 21297300, at *3 (citing the LATF Litigation and finding Section 632 jurisdiction where only a small portion of the disputed transactions were of an international or foreign nature).


Id. at 340.

Id. at 340.

Id. at 341.

Id. at 341.

No. 96 Civ. 5158 (SAS).

For these purpose, Lloyd's here refers to a number of Lloyds of London related parties. These are the Corporation of Lloyd's, Society and Council of Lloyd's, Committee of Lloyd's, and Lloyd's of London. Stamm, 1996 WL 614087, at *1 n.1.
Judge Scheindlin also summarily dismissed plaintiffs’ argument that non-banking transactions may not serve as a basis for Section 632 jurisdiction as based upon an incorrect interpretation of the statute and controlling case-law. Id.

See also Warter v. Boston Securities, S.A., 2004 WL 691787, *8 (S.D.Fla. Mar 22, 2004) (holding that “[i]nternational financial operations includes the sale of securities.”); Clarken, 2001 WL 1263366, at *2 (holding that “defendants’ payment for...purchases in foreign countries and their conversion to U.S. dollars of the amounts they advanced to pay for those purchases...suffice to constitute ‘international or foreign financial operations’ giving rise to federal jurisdiction under § 632.”).


This opportunity is not confined to national banks, since Section 632, which states that “any defendant can remove,” permits defendants other than a national bank to remove a case under Section 632 to federal court. In Stamm I, the court upheld the removal by Lloyd’s even though Lloyd’s made no claim to be a national bank. See, e.g., Wenzoski v. Citicorp, 480 F.Supp. 1056 (N.D.Cal. 1979) (holding that under Section 632 removal need not be unanimous and that any defendant may remove).